https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vn9BUfUCL4I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEDChDOM1_U&feature=youtu.be
CASE- Since long, 24/7 I am staying with my parents due to this corona lockdown. During this time if my
parents hold discussion on certain topics with me, I get too irritated to hear their views about life. My
outlook to see things is different, does not match with my parents. Hence, I feel it’s better to avoid them
instead of talking to them. Am I doing right? If not? Why? How can I behave better?
Dear child,
Problem is not in your different thinking; problem lies in the belief ONLY I AM RIGHT. Try with new
thought- I AM ALSO RIGHT. So is the other person.
You are right does not at all mean other person is wrong. Just that you have not seen life from other
person's side. Similarly, another person is right does not mean you are wrong. Just that person has not
seen life from your side. Same number appears 6 and 9 when seen from different places. Why to fight
when both are right?
Fire and water appear to have opposite temperament still they co-exist. Similarly, summer-winter, daynight, female-male, sweet-salty etc all appear anti but if seen with another angle, they are complementary
(completing the other)
Extreme ends make something complete. Darkness of night and brightness of day makes a cycle complete.
Different ways to see same story appear opposite but actually are not opposite but complementary.
Difference of opinion is the beauty of life. And that beauty is crushed, when we suppress/resist diverse
views to come on surface.
There is nothing wrong in presenting same story from other side. Most important, its unimportant to see
who is right but utmost important to understand each other's point of view of same story to find a
solution which incorporates both views. That is how one becomes a PERSON WITH EYES.
Instead of avoiding parents, practice holding talks with different mindset. Practice repeating this
understanding while discussion is on and when you feel agitated. Also practice incorporating all different
ideas to create the best idea. This Practice will be highly rewarding for your future too.
Some powerful autosuggestions for self-change in this area•
•
•
•

Its ok to differ.
I accept the difference
Why to fight when both are right
Difference is enlightening me more

===========================================

BOYS LOCKER ROOM INCIDENT
Dear child,
You might be aware of this incident.
Boys Locker Room is a group on Instagram made by boys aged 17-18. In this group, they used to share
photographs and cheap talks about girls. Somehow their talks got leaked by few girls. Angry boys, to take
revenge, started planning to harass those girls. They planned to share nude pics of those girls. They felt it
was the best way to teach the girls a lesson who were trying to be feminist. They also made another group
to plan about taking revenge in the worst way- Rape.
This matter is completely in light now and all boys traced out. Even those boys who were silent members in
the group will be seen as guilty for being a member of such group.
Intention to tell this incident to you is to encourage you to think properly about your life and act wisely.
•

Keep yourself safe by staying away from such boys, talks, groups.

•

There is nothing wonderful in talking cheap about women. Do not develop this taste. You have
received Sexuality Education at school. Learn to respect gender differences.

•

There are indeed much better and safer ways and talks to have fun. Try them instead. Innocent
children must not lose innocence.

•

Revenge is a damaging emotion. Intention is to damage others but truth is it damages the self
ultimately

•

Rape is one of the most heinous crime. Remember this forever for your life. It's really unfortunate
that kids have started seeing and thinking about it as a way to take revenge. Keep yourself
completely away from such devilish thoughts forever.

May you stay safe, healthy, and happy
Hoping to see you soon
renu mishra

